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Part II
CONSUMER BANKRUPTCY
HOME IS WHERE THE OFFICE IS: HOW
COVID-19 MAY CHANGE MORTGAGE
CLASSIFICATIONS FOR MEANS TEST
PURPOSES
By Hanna J. Ciechanowski*
The year of 2020 did not play out as expected. Businesses
were closed, lockdowns were implemented, and the world
seemed to come to a standstill. The Coronavirus pandemic
(“COVID-19”) had an impact on nearly every aspect of “normal” day-to-day activities. Many companies transitioned from
full-time ofﬁce requirements to virtual workplaces in order to
respect social distancing requirements. Weddings, gettogethers, and vacations were cancelled amidst concern of
spreading the virus. Students of all ages transitioned to
remote lessons. Put simply, all aspects of normalcy were
turned upside-down as a result of COVID-19.
Trends in consumer bankruptcy were no exception. In light
of everything going on in the world, consumers deﬁed
predictions. Even though the global pandemic left thousands
of Americans out of work and without means to pay for
ordinary expenses, bankruptcy ﬁlings surprisingly
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Court for the Eastern District of Virginia. During law school, Hanna served
as the Managing Editor of Suffolk University Law Review and interned for
the Honorable Joan N. Feeney (Retired) at the United States Bankruptcy
Court for the District of Massachusetts. She received her law degree from
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decreased.1 Nonetheless, consumer debt has reached an alltime high.2 Most notably, mortgage debt grew a whopping
seven percent in the year of the pandemic.3 With restrictions
being lifted, the consequences of consumer borrowing are
bound to catch up.
Does this number account for the need brought on by the
pandemic to work, study, and conduct all other basic daily
activities out of the home? In other words, are buyers borrowing more in order to secure an adequate at-home work
environment? And if so, should a bankruptcy court take this
into consideration when evaluating appropriate relief? This
article takes a step back to look at these questions in the bigger picture. Part I provides an overview of the Bankruptcy
Code's “Means Test” and the critical distinction between business and consumer debtors. Part II then addresses how
consumers have sought to categorize certain debts—especially those traditionally considered consumer debts—as business debts in order to avoid the strictures of the Means Test.
Then, in Part III, this article details the changes to daily life
that occurred during COVID-19, especially the changing
housing market that has caused the drastic spike in consumer
mortgage debt. Finally, in Part IV the article discusses how
these changes may present obstacles or opportunities to the
consumer debtor—in particular, how working from home may
impact debtors' ability to avoid the Means Test by classifying
some portion of their home mortgage as business debt.

1

Annual Bankruptcy Filings Fall 29.7 Percent, U.S. Courts (Jan. 28,
2021), https://www.uscourts.gov/news/2021/01/28/annual-bankruptcy-ﬁling
s-fall-297-percent. 2021 has seen a slight increase in cases, though additional rounds of stimulus funding has stunted the rapid growth
anticipated. Soma Biswas & Harriet Torry, Coronavirus Was Supposed to
Drive Bankruptcies Higher. The Opposite Happened., THE WALL ST. J.
(Mar. 29, 2021), https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-was-supposed-todrive-bankruptcies-higher-the-opposite-happened-11617010201.
2

Stefan Lembo Stolba, Average U.S. Consumer Debt Reaches New
Record in 2020, Experian (Apr. 6, 2021), https://www.experian.com/blogs/as
k-experian/research/consumer-debt-study/
3

Stolba, supra note 2. Mortgage debt is at a record high of $10.31 tril-

lion.
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I. Consumer Bankruptcy and the Means Test
Generally.
When ﬁling a voluntary petition for bankruptcy, consumers
generally have two different options: Chapter 7 liquidation or
chapter 13 reorganization.4 There are, of course, various advantages and disadvantages to each chapter. For example,
Chapter 7 debtors receive their discharge much sooner than
Chapter 13 debtors but must liquidate all non-exempt assets.
Conversely, Chapter 13 debtors may retain their assets, but
must propose and comply with a three- or ﬁve-year repayment plan before obtaining a discharge.
While it may seem as though debtors have a choice of which
chapter to ﬁle, in practice the options are often more limited.
Due to the perception that debtors were abusing the bankruptcy system with higher-income individuals obtaining quick
discharges and people ﬁling for bankruptcy more than once,
concerns arose regarding who may ﬁle Chapter 7 and who
should repay creditors through Chapter 13 reorganization if
they wish to remain in bankruptcy.5 Accordingly, Congress
enacted the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer
Protection Act of 2005 (“BAPCPA”) and instituted a formula
for determining which chapter a debtor may choose (the
“Means Test”).6 The Means Test includes a formula to determine whether a Chapter 7 case is presumed abusive and
should be dismissed or converted to Chapter 13.7
In so doing Congress sought to ensure that debtors would
repay creditors the maximum amount they could afford to
repay, rather than simply liquidate and obtain a discharge.8 A
review of the debtor's ability to pay conducted through the
4

Consumers with unsecured debts great than $3974,725 or secured
debts greater than $1,184,200 will be required to reorganize under Chapter
11. 11 U.S.C. § 109(e).
5

See generally H.R. Rep. No. 109-31, pt. 1 (2005).

6

Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act, Pub.L.
109-8, 119 Stat. 23. The Means Test is codiﬁed in 11 U.S.C. § 707(b).
7

In re Rudler, 388 B.R. 433, 60 Collier Bankr. Cas. 2d (MB) 72, Bankr.
L. Rep. (CCH) P 81284 (B.A.P. 1st Cir. 2008), judgment aff'd, 576 F.3d 37,
62 Collier Bankr. Cas. 2d (MB) 373, Bankr. L. Rep. (CCH) P 81541 (1st Cir.
2009).
8

Ransom v. FIA Card Services, N.A., 562 U.S. 61, 71, 131 S. Ct. 716,
178 L. Ed. 2d 603, 54 Bankr. Ct. Dec. (CRR) 34, 64 Collier Bankr. Cas. 2d
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Means Test provides the court and interested parties with a
snapshot of the debtor's ﬁnances at the time of ﬁling.9 In basic
terms, the Means Test looks at a debtor's household's average
monthly income based on the six months prior to ﬁling bankruptcy and compares it to the median income for households
of the same size in the debtor's state. If the debtor's average
monthly income is higher than the state's median, the debtor
must then complete a Means Test Calculation form.10 The
calculation set forth in that form determines the amount of
the debtor's “disposable income,” which in turn will determine
whether the debtor's chapter 7 case is presumed to be an
abuse of the bankruptcy system.11 If a debtor's chapter 7 case
is found to be abusive, the case can be converted to Chapter
13 (with the debtor's consent), or dismissed.
However, not all above-median debtors must complete the
Means Test; the Means Test is required only for debtors with
primarily consumer debt.12 The Bankruptcy Code deﬁnes a
consumer debt as one “incurred by an individual primarily for
a personal, family, or household purpose.”13 Courts employ a
proﬁt motive test to determine what is a non-consumer
debt—if a debtor incurs a cost with an intention of deriving a
proﬁt therefrom, it is “plainly not consumer debt for purposes
of section 707(b).”14 Thus, only a petitioner who primarily
holds debts on account of personal use and has a current
monthly income higher than the state's median is required to
Means Test. In other words, debtors with primarily business
(MB) 1123, Bankr. L. Rep. (CCH) P 81914 (2011); see H.R.Rep. No. 109-31(I),
at 1, reprinted in 2005 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 89.
9

In re Dowd, 607 B.R. 833, 837–38 (Bankr. E.D. Va. 2019) (“The means
test under Section 707(b)(2) is intended to be a snapshot of the Debtor's ﬁnances as of the petition date.”).
10

Ofﬁcial Form Number B 122A-2.

11

A debtor can rebut the presumption of abuse by demonstrating
“special circumstances”. 11 U.S.C. § 707(b)(2)(B).
12

11 U.S.C. § 707(b)(1) (court “may dismiss a case ﬁled by an individual debtor under this chapter whose debts are primarily consumer debts”)
(emphasis added); In re Kulakowski, 735 F.3d 1296, 1298, Bankr. L. Rep.
(CCH) P 82542 (11th Cir. 2013); Calhoun v. U.S. Trustee, 650 F.3d 338, 340,
Bankr. L. Rep. (CCH) P 81992 (4th Cir. 2011).
13

11 U.S.C. § 101(8).

14

In re Kelly, 841 F.2d 908, 913, 17 Bankr. Ct. Dec. (CRR) 611, 18 Collier
Bankr. Cas. 2d (MB) 560, Bankr. L. Rep. (CCH) P 72218 (9th Cir. 1988)
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debt need not worry about passing the Means Test, even if
their income is above-median. The Bankruptcy Code does not
deﬁne “primarily,” but courts interpret it to mean more than
ﬁfty percent of the petitioner's total debt.15
The Ofﬁce of the United States Trustee (the “UST”) is
tasked with enforcing the Means Test.16 Quite often, this
results in the ﬁling of motions to dismiss or convert in cases
where a debtor asserts his or her debt is not primarily
consumer in nature.17 In ﬁscal year 2020, the UST ﬁled a total
of 1,014 motions or other pleadings in Chapter 7 consumer
cases on grounds of abuse under § 707(b).18 In those actions,
the UST had an average success rate of 98%.19 Even though
debtors who ﬁle Chapter 7 petitions with primarily business
debt listed in their schedules are not subject to Section
707(b)'s threat of dismissal,20 the UST will typically review
15

See, e.g., In re Stewart, 175 F.3d 796, 808, Bankr. L. Rep. (CCH) P
77926 (10th Cir. 1999); In re Kelly, 841 F.2d at 914; U.S. Trustee v. Mohr,
436 B.R. 504, 510, Bankr. L. Rep. (CCH) P 81860 (S.D. Ohio 2010) (“a debtor
is considered to have primarily consumer debts when more than one half of
the dollar amount of the debt owed is consumer in nature”).
16

The Code does, however, provide parties in interest to move and the
Court to sua sponte dismiss or convert a case for abuse after notice and a
hearing. 11 U.S.C. § 707(b)(1).
17

See, e.g., In re Walker, 2019 WL 5866154, at *1 (Bankr. N.D. Ga.
2019) (discussing UST's motion to dismiss due to presumed abuse under
Section 707(b)(2)(B)(i)); In re Ansar, 383 B.R. 344, 345, Bankr. L. Rep. (CCH)
P 81213 (Bankr. D. Minn. 2008) (analyzing UST's motion to dismiss for
abuse); In re Naut, 59 Collier Bankr. Cas. 2d (MB) 305, 2008 WL 191297, at
*1 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 2008) (reviewing motion to dismiss under Section
707(b)(2)).
18

U.S. Trustee Program Annual Report, Fiscal Year 2020, U.S. Dep't of
Justice, 8 (2020) https://www.justice.gov/ust/page/ﬁle/1384576/download. In
addition, the UST made 8,251 informal inquiries into consumer cases that
did not lead to formal actions taken with the Court. U.S. Trustee Program
Annual Report 2020, supra.
19

U.S. Trustee Program Annual Report 2020, supra note 18. The UST
had a ninety-ﬁve percent success rate for actions brought on dismissal for
cause, and a ninety-eight percent success rate with actions brought on dismissal for abuse. U.S. Trustee Program Annual Report 2020, supra note 18.
20

The language of Section 707(b) expressly limits dismissal to those
“whose debts are primarily consumer debts.” 11 U.S.C. § 707(b)(1).
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the proper classiﬁcation of the scheduled debt.21 Thus, even if
a debtor believes he or she has cleared the hurdle of passing
the Means Test, the possibility of litigation initiated by the
UST remains.
II. Tweaking Debts to Fit the Mold, Historically.
How each debt is classiﬁed becomes a very important determination in completing the Means Test and it is not uncommon for a high-income debtor to seek to bypass the Means
Test and avoid Chapter 13 by categorizing debts as business
rather than consumer debts. In fact, reporting traditionally
consumer obligations as a business debt in bankruptcy is
hardly a novel idea.22 Debtors throughout the country have
asserted stereotypically consumer expenses, and home mortgages in particular, in this way to tip the scale over the ﬁfty
percent threshold and remain in Chapter 7.23 The circumstances in which this strategy will succeed are not wellsettled, however. Application of the proﬁt-motive test leads to
inconsistent results.
For example, in a recent case called In re Jundt, the bankruptcy court analyzed whether a mortgage was appropriately
classiﬁed as a business debt where the property became a
21

See, e.g., In re Cromwell, 2015 WL 1119711, at *1 (Bankr. E.D. N.C.
2015) (motion to dismiss brought based on debtor's claims that credit card
debt and student loan were business in nature); In re Oristian, 2013 WL
5442365, at *1 (Bankr. D. Md. 2013) (UST brought adversary proceeding
seeking to deny discharge on account of misclassiﬁcation of debt in Means
Test); In re Cox, 2009 WL 1586674, at *1 (Bankr. N.D. Ohio 2009) (UST
sought to dismiss presumptively abusive case based on debtor's classiﬁcation of guaranty as non-consumer debt).
22

See, e.g., In re Rucker, 610 B.R. 570 (Bankr. N.D. Tex. 2019) (credit
card debts claimed as non-consumer where used to purchase sailboat in
support of debtor's charter sailing business); In re Garcia, 606 B.R. 98
(Bankr. D. N.M. 2019) (portion of home equity line of credit asserted as
business debt where used to develop ski area for commercial purposes).
23

See, e.g., In re Zubke, 2014 WL 1467335, at *1 (Bankr. D. S.D. 2014)
(debtors asserted half of mortgage expense as business debt due to rental
unit in primary residence); In re Swartzentruber, 2009 WL 2873003, at *1
(Bankr. N.D. Ohio 2009) (mortgage of second home counted as business
debt where debtors would not be able to ﬁnance upkeep of property without
rental income); In re Davis, 378 B.R. 539 (Bankr. N.D. Ohio 2007) (debtor
argued mortgage was business debt, as home was purchased with intent to
ﬂip). Some debtors dissect their mortgages to account for some business
debt and some consumer debt. See In re Bush, 1993 WL 13004595, at *3
(Bankr. S.D. Ga. 1993).
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rental property after purchase.24 The home purchased with
the mortgage in question served as the Jundts' primary residence for approximately ﬁfteen years until the debtors
acquired a second property. The debtors urged the court to
adopt a retention theory, arguing that the home was retained
with a proﬁt incentive after the second residence was
purchased.25 However, the court rejected this argument, citing the plain language of the Bankruptcy Code's deﬁnition of
“consumer debt”—a debt “incurred . . . primarily for a
personal, family, or household purpose.” 26 The property
subject to the mortgage in question was purchased with the
intent of being a primary residence and therefore the mortgage was plainly a consumer debt.27 The intent to derive a
proﬁt from the home did not come until long after the debt
was incurred. The court refused to apply a retention theory,
suggesting that intent at the time of incurrence is the most
dispositive factor.28
A Texas bankruptcy court addressed a similar issue in In re
McDowell. In response to a motion to dismiss ﬁled by the UST,
Mr. and Mrs. McDowell argued that some of their home
mortgage should be classiﬁed as a business debt because of
the home ofﬁce therein.29 With this classiﬁcation, the McDowells' debts would be primarily business in nature, and they
would not be subject to the Means Test. The Debtors testiﬁed
that they purchased their four-bedroom home “with the intent
to use some portion of it as a business ofﬁce,” and that they
now worked out of their home ofﬁce full-time.30 Nonetheless,
the court refused to ﬁnd the home mortgage to be a business
debt. The court focused its determination on the debtors' tax
24

In re Jundt, 623 B.R. 764, 69 Bankr. Ct. Dec. (CRR) 176 (Bankr. D.
Minn. 2021).
25

In re Jundt, 623 B.R. at 771.

26

11 U.S.C. § 101(8).

27

In re Jundt at 772.

28

In re Jundt, 623 B.R. at 771–72.

29

In re McDowell, 2013 WL 587312, at *8 (Bankr. S.D. Tex. 2013).

30

In re McDowell, 2013 WL 587312, at *8 (Bankr. S.D. Tex. 2013). Mr.
McDowell worked from home for four years out of a ten-year period, and
Mrs. McDowell obtained new employment after the time of ﬁling that allowed for remote work 100% of the time. In re McDowell, 2013 WL 587312,
at *8 (Bankr. S.D. Tex. 2013).
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returns.31 The McDowells had not claimed any home ofﬁce tax
exemption in their relevant tax returns and the court “relie[d]
on the characterization in the debtor's own [documents].”32
The Texas court's determination seems to suggest that intent
at the time of acquiring debt is not the only relevant factor,
but that the debtor's actions subsequent to the purchase may
also be relevant.
In In re Cherrett, the Ninth Circuit came to a different
conclusion.33 During employment negotiations with a prospective employer, the debtor was offered a $500,000 “home loan”
to cover his relocation expenses from Wyoming to Colorado.34
Mr. Cherrett accepted the offer and purchased a $995,000
condominium in Aspen, Colorado to proceed with his job.35
Eventually, following the ﬁnancial crash of 2008, Mrs. Cherrett joined her husband in Colorado, and the family home in
Wyoming was sold.36 When the debtor and his wife ﬁled a
Chapter 7 petition in 2013, Aspen Skiing Company—the debtor's employer and home loan lender—challenged their classiﬁcation of the outstanding $550,000 home loan as business
debt. Because the loan was used to purchase a personal residence, Aspen argued, the debt should be considered consumer
debt.37 But the Ninth Circuit did not agree. The court stated
that it was clear the debtor viewed the Colorado condomin31

Though tax returns themselves are not instrumental to a Means
Test calculation, the information contained in them can be indicative of the
debtor's intentions regarding a speciﬁc debt. In re Garcia, 606 B.R. at 106.
32

In re McDowell, 2013 WL 587312, at *9 (Bankr. S.D. Tex. 2013).
Though the court refused to ﬁnd the debtor's home mortgage to be a business debt, the analysis seems to leave open the option of bifurcation of a
debt into the separate categories. The court's focus on the debtors' classiﬁcation of the home on their tax returns suggest that, had the mortgage
been reported differently, the desired result may have been achieved. In re
McDowell, 2013 WL 587312, at *9 (Bankr. S.D. Tex. 2013).
33

In re Cherrett, 873 F.3d 1060, 64 Bankr. Ct. Dec. (CRR) 217, Bankr.
L. Rep. (CCH) P 83170 (9th Cir. 2017).
34

In re Cherrett, 873 F.3d at 1063.

35

In re Cherrett, 873 F.3d at 1063. The debtor ﬁnanced the remaining
balance of the condo's purchase price through a market-rate lender. In re
Cherrett, 873 F.3d at 1063.
36

In re Cherrett, 873 F.3d at 1063. The debtor remained employed for
four years.
37

In re Cherrett, 873 F.3d at 1064.
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ium as a placeholder while he could grow his career through
the new position with Aspen.38 The court was satisﬁed that
the debtor would not have incurred the loan if it was not accompanied by the business opportunity, and the home loan
was properly classiﬁed as a non-consumer debt.39 Here, the
Ninth Circuit seemed persuaded by the motivations behind
the debtor's actions, ﬁnding intent in obtaining a loan to be
sufﬁcient.
Clearly the success of tweaking debts to a speciﬁc debtor's
beneﬁt is a case-by-case determination. Without a bright-line
rule to apply to a set of facts, and varying results based on
jurisdiction, predicting the outcome is difﬁcult. Chapter 7
petitioners who push the boundaries of debt classiﬁcation will
run the risk of being faced with litigation regarding the
nature of their obligations.
III. The Current State of Affairs.
As brieﬂy discussed, in just one year COVID-19 has altered
the way most of the world operates. Thus, the general understandings we had regarding any aspect of life—including how
we can and will ﬁle bankruptcy—has been altered, too.
A. COVID-19 Changed our Day-to-Day Lives.
The pandemic hit quickly, and hit hard. Companies were
forced to downsize both their workforce and their physical
presence without precautions readily in place. Thousands of
Americans were left jobless. The lack of jobs naturally leads
one to believe that relief would be sought by desperate homeowners and renters. But instead, the opposite happened.
Consumer Chapter 7 ﬁlings dropped by twenty-two percent,
and consumer Chapter 13 ﬁlings by forty-six percent.40
Federal and state-level enactments provided consumers
with a different type of relief. Rather than seeking bankruptcy protection, those in need were automatically provided
with protections from their governments. Moratoriums on
evictions prevented landlords and lending institutions from
commencing summary process proceedings due to delinquent
38

In re Cherrett, 873 F.3d at 1068.

39

In re Cherrett, 873 F.3d at 1068.

40

Biswas & Torry, supra note 1. Conversely, commercial ﬁlings increased by twenty-nine percent. Biswas & Torry, supra note 1.
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payments.41 The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (the “CARES Act”) halted all foreclosure and eviction
actions for a signiﬁcant period in early 2020.42 Federal student
loans were placed in forbearance, meaning no payments
became due each month and no interest accrued on outstanding balances.43 Economic impact payments (“Stimulus
Checks”) provided Americans with an additional $600 or
$1,200 to assist with living expenses. Though millions were
out of work,44 the relief provided by the government aided in
preventing the ﬁling of bankruptcy.
Many of those who were able to continue work likely found
themselves in a different situation: working remotely from
home. Due to ordinances limiting how many people could assemble in an ofﬁce or similar location, companies were forced
to adapt to a remote workplace.45 One year into the pandemic,
and with restrictions now being relaxed, companies are faced
with the decision of returning to the ofﬁce or continuing down
the path of virtual employment. Those businesses operating
41

See Federal Eviction Moratoriums in Response to the COVID-19
Pandemic, Cong. Research Serv. (Mar. 30, 2021), https://crsreports.congres
s.gov/product/pdf/IN/IN11516#::text=The%20CDC%20eviction%20morato
rium%20took,moratorium%20until%20June%2030%2C%202021.; Temporary Halt in Residential Evictions to Prevent the Further Spread of COVID19, Ctrs. for Disease Control and Prevention, Dep't of Health and Human
Servs. (Apr. 1, 2021), https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/more/pdf/
CDC-Eviction-Moratorium-03292021.pdf. Though the eviction moratoriums
were generally put in place to prevent the further spread of Coronavirus, a
practical result was providing those who lost a means to pay rent and
mortgage payments relief from doing so.
42

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act, H.R. 748, 116th
Cong. § 4024 (2020).
43

H.R. 748, 116th Cong. § 3513.

44

Cong. Research Serv., Unemployment Rates During the COVID-19
Pandemic, Fed'n of Am. Scientists (May 20, 2021), https://fas.org/sgp/crs/mi
sc/R46554.pdf. Unemployment hit an all-time high of 14.8% in April 2020,
following the initial impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. Cong. Research
Serv., supra at 4.
45

Kathryn Vasel, The Pandemic Forced a Massive Remote-Work Experiment. Now Comes the Hard Part, Cnn Bus. (Mar. 11, 2021), https://ww
w.cnn.com/2021/03/09/success/remote-work-covid-pandemic-one-year-later/
index.html. Investments were needed to provide employees with the
necessary equipment to effectively work remotely. Expenses like these
likely added to the rise in commercial bankruptcies seen during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Vasel, supra.
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remotely and with a lower capacity are realizing the situation
is sustainable. For employers, this means saving on facility
expenses.46 For employees, working from home means a ﬂexibility added to their lives that did not exist before. This ﬂexibility allows for different possibilities among the working
population. Without commutes, many workers found themselves with more time for family activities,47 or with less
money spent on public transit, gas, work-appropriate clothing, or quick lunches. 48 Some of those stuck in lockdown
started small businesses run out of their homes.49 Creatives
turned hobbies into full-time businesses that could be operated on their own terms without leaving the house. By and
large, working from home became a viable option.
B. A Shift Occurred in the Real Estate Market.
Many, though, found their space was not adequate and
sought to move elsewhere. This caused a massive shift in the
housing market. Neighborhoods and areas that were not
considered desirable prior to the pandemic are now soughtafter. With no need to be in the big city ofﬁce each morning,
there is no need to spend big city prices on living. Moreover,
younger generations found themselves looking for larger
properties in order to have more space for lockdowns. Working from and staying at home has meant an exodus out of cities and into suburban areas. Coupled with historically low
interest rates, the high demand turned the housing market
extremely competitive. Buying property is yet another side effect of the COVID-19 pandemic.
46

Indeed, commercial leasing saw a 20% decrease since the beginning
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Amanda Farrell, Remote Work Trend Driving
New Homebuyer Demands, PropLogix (last visited June 3, 2021), https://w
ww.proplogix.com/blog/remote-work-trend-driving-new-homebuyer-deman
ds/.
47

Ellen McCarthy, The Pandemic Gave Parents the Chance to Work
from Home. Now They Don't Want to Give it Up., The Wash. Post (Apr. 19,
2021), https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/2021/04/19/work-from-ho
me-parents-remote-ﬂexibility/.
48

Jeff DeVerter, In Defense of Remote Work, Forbes (Dec. 2, 2020), htt
ps://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2020/12/02/in-defense-of-remot
e-work/?sh=476ffbd9144a.
49

U.S. Dep't of Commerce, Business Formation Statistics, U.S. Census,
(May 12, 2021), https://www.census.gov/econ/bfs/index.html.
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i. Fewer homes are being placed on the market.
The number of properties placed for sale has dropped to approximately 1.16 million in April 2021—nearly as low as the
record low of 1982.50 This number is less than half of where it
sat in April 2020.51 A few factors have impacted these ﬁgures.
For example, there is less turnover among homeowners. Some
people stayed put out of a reluctance to open their house to
prospective buyers during the pandemic; others merely want
to reﬁnance to take advantage of low mortgage rates and
avoid moving altogether.52 Regardless of the reason, the average tenure in a residential property has shifted from seven
years to ten years as people remain in their homes for longer
periods of time.53 Additionally, shortages in supply chains are
making materials scarce.54 Contractors are faced with rations
of supplies that drastically limit the number of houses that
can be constructed.55 Of those few homes for sale, most are
selling fast—staying on the market only days before receiving
a number of offers.56 The average time spent on the market is
50

Christopher Rugaber, In a Sizzling US Market, Demand and Prices
for Homes Soar, ABC News (May 25, 2021) https://abcnews.go.com/US/wire
Story/us-home-prices-soar-march-late-2013-77891830.
51

Sai Balasubramanian, The Covid-19 Pandemic Has Fueled a Crisis
in the Housing Market, Forbes (Apr. 27, 2021), https://www.forbes.com/site
s/saibala/2021/04/27/the-covid-19-pandemic-has-fueled-a-crisis-in- the-hou
sing-market/?sh=6aeb04465928.
52

Zach Wichter, Why are House Prices Going Up, and How Long Will it
Last?, Bankrate (May 4, 2021), https://www.bankrate.com/real-estate/whyare-house-prices-going-up/. Most homeowners in the United States are part
of the older, more at-risk population. Emily Badger & Ougctrung Bui,
Where have all the Houses Gone?, N.Y. Times (Feb. 26, 2021) https://www.n
ytimes.com/2021/02/26/upshot/where-have-all-the-houses-gone.html.
53

Wichter, supra note 25.

54

Jonathan Garber, Home Construction May Hit Skids as New Supply
Shortage Looms, FOX Bus. (Mar. 6, 2021), https://www.foxbusiness.com/ma
rkets/home-construction-may-hit-skids-as-new-supply-shortage-looms.
55

Garber, supra note 54.

56

Balasubramanian, supra note 52. Some brokers are resorting to new
strategies by refusing offers for a set number of days to ensure purchasers
are able to come and see the property prior to offers being made. Swapna
Venugopal Ramaswamy, Buy a House During COVID-19? The Housing
Market is a Tale of Two Americas and First-Time Buyers are Struggling,
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at a record low of 18 days.57 Whether out of fear of losing the
dream home, need to move to a larger space in order to accommodate virtual working and schooling, or the desire to
start building personal wealth, houses are selling like they
never have before.
ii. Higher values and purchase prices combined
with low interest rates drove increased
borrowing.
Because of the demand surge, house prices have
skyrocketed. The average home value in the United States
rose by approximately 10.3% in the past year,58 leading to
higher purchase prices. Indeed, homes in the “affordable”
range saw a price increase of 16.5%.59 Luxury home prices
similarly increased by 14%.60 Approximately half of the houses
listed ultimately sell for more than the asking price.61
Conversely, mortgage interest rates have never been lower.
Current rates for 30-year, ﬁxed-rate loans dropped to 3.13%
in April 2021.62 With the higher purchase prices and the need
for additional space,63 the average home hunter now needs a
much bigger home and much deeper pockets. Naturally, with
USA Today (May 6, 2021), https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/money/2021/
05/06/home-buyers-shut-out-during-covid/7319274002/.
57

Housing Market Reaches Record-High Home Price and Gains in
March, Nat'l Ass'n of Realtors (Apr. 22, 2021), https://www.nar.realtor/news
room/housing-market-reaches-record-high-home-price-and- gains-in-march
#::text=As%20of%20the%20end%20of,18%20days%2C%20a %20record
%20low.
58

United States Home Values, Zillow (last visited June 3, 2021), http
s://www.zillow.com/home-values/. Zillow reports the average home value in
April 2021 to be $281,000. The average value in April 2020 was $29,000
lower, at $252,000. Zillow, supra.
59

Ramaswamy, supra note 57. The median home price rose for 36 consecutive weeks during the Covid-19 pandemic. Balasubramanian, supra
note 52.
60

United States Home Values, supra note 31.
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Rugaber, supra note 23.
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Aly J. Yale, Mortgage Rates Drop, Setting the Stage for an Even More
Competitive Housing Market, Forbes (Apr. 9, 2021), https://www.forbes.co
m/sites/alyyale/2021/04/09/mortgage-rates-drop-setting-the-stage-for-aneven-more-competitive-housing-market/?sh=3bff693a194e.
63

Pandemic Caused Buyer to Seek Multi-Generational Homes, Sellers
to Sell Faster, Nat'l Ass'n of Realtors (Nov. 11, 2020), https://www.nar.realto
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interest rates so low, buyers are borrowing more than in the
past.64 Home loan applications have climbed in conjunction
with the higher purchase prices, reaching approximately
$412,000—the highest average since February 2020.65 Somewhat surprisingly, though, in April 2021, the mortgage delinquency rate reached its lowest point since the beginning of
the pandemic.66 But this ﬁgure is slightly misleading. Part of
the lower rate is attributable to varying types of agreements
between homeowners and lenders, such as forbearance
agreements.67 Technically, homeowners in forbearance are not
delinquent on their payments because the lender has agreed
to different payment terms; yet, these borrowers are not meeting their initially agreed upon mortgage repayment terms.
The low ﬁgure is otherwise likely attributable to the different
efforts by the government to lessen the impact of the ﬁnancial
crisis.68
Many reported forbearance agreements are set to expire in
the coming year, meaning the delinquency rate is expected to
rise.69 Moreover, the average mortgage loan balance rests at
approximately $208,185—a ﬁgure 2.4% higher than 2019.70
Even though unemployment rates are decreasing from 2020's
r/newsroom/pandemic-caused-buyers-to-seek-multi-generational-homes-sel
lers-to-sell-faster.
64

Stefan Lembo Stolba, Mortgage Debt Sees Record Growth Despite
Pandemic, Experian (Feb. 15, 2021), https://www.experian.com/blogs/ask-e
xperian/how-much-americans-owe-on-their-mortgages-in-every-state/.
65

Diana Olick, Homebuyers Are Applying for Ever Bigger Mortgages
as Home Prices Soar, CNBC (May 19, 2021), https://www.cnbc.com/2021/05/
19/homebuyers-are-applying-for-ever-bigger-mortgages-as-home-prices-soa
r.html. Of course, higher principal amounts lead to higher monthly payments required by a lender.
66

Navi Persaud, US Mortgage Delinquency Rates at the Lowest Levels
Since the Start of the Pandemic, Nat'l Mortgage Prof'l (Apr. 13, 2021), http
s://nationalmortgageprofessional.com/news/76636/mortgage-delinquency-r
ates-lowest-levels-start-pandemic.
67

Stolba, supra note 65.
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Stolba, supra note 2.

69

Tim Glaze, Mortgage Delinquencies are Declining, but a Rise is Coming, Housing Wire (Feb. 19, 2021), https://www.housingwire.com/articles/m
ortgage-delinquencies-are-declining-but-a-rise-is-coming/.
70

Stolba, supra note 2.
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peaks, they remain high.71 As the protective regulations are
relaxed, more obligations are becoming due.72 It seems more
likely than not that consumers will not be able to keep up
with these higher balances, and higher monthly payments.
The impact of overborrowing is likely to eventually push
many of those balances into default.
IV. What is Going to Happen with Consumer
Bankruptcies?
So, what is going to come next? The lull in bankruptcy ﬁlings will not last forever.73 More and more jurisdictions are
relaxing regulations imposed due to COVID-19 concerns,
including relief options to those in economic distress. Forbearance agreements entered into amidst the ﬁnancial crisis are
reaching expiration.74 When there are no other protections in
play, consumers will have to return to seeking relief through
bankruptcy petitions.
With the foregoing changes in consumer debt proﬁles,75
those who wish to seek protection face a question: Will they
have primarily consumer or business debt, and can their
mortgage be a tipping point that enables them to avoid the
Means Test? Of course, there is no clear answer. However,
analysis of the case law suggests it is a viable option given
the current circumstances. Research has shown that new
homeowners who purchased property in the midst of the
pandemic did so in order to have an appropriate space to work
71

Cong. Research Serv., supra note 41.

72

For example, federal student loans are expected to exit the forbearance period on September 30, 2021. Coronavirus and Forbearance Info for
Students, Borrowers, and Parents, Fed. Student Aid (last visited June 4,
2021).
73

Predictions for Bankruptcies in 2021, JDSupra (Dec. 2, 2020), http
s://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/predictions-for-bankruptcies-in-202121389/#::text=Relief%20aid%20has%20allowed%20many,by%20the%20W
all%20Street%20Journal..
74

Glaze, supra note70.

75

Stolba, supra note 65. Student loan debt is the largest percentage of
consumer debt, one that is most often found to be classiﬁed as consumer
absent special circumstances, and very difﬁcult to discharge in bankruptcy.
Stolba, supra note 65.; see, e.g., In re Ferreira, 549 B.R. 232, 240–42, 75
Collier Bankr. Cas. 2d (MB) 231 (Bankr. E.D. Cal. 2016) (student loan was
consumer debt where not incurred to further existing business opportunity).
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remotely through the various COVID-19 restrictions.76 The
courts' analyses in similar situations seem to suggest that it
may be a possibility to claim these mortgages—or at least a
portion thereof—as business debts on a Means Test.77 This
could present an opportunity to prospective debtors who fear
the multi-year repayment plan of a chapter 13 case. Counsel
and clients who seek to take advantage of this situation could
also lead to an increase in Chapter 7 consumer ﬁlings.78
But with opportunity comes challenges.79 For instance, it is
unclear if the debtor's intention at the time of purchasing the
home will be determinative, or if changes in usage may result
in changes in the classiﬁcation of the debtor. Furthermore, it
may not be sufﬁcient to show that the debtor purchased a residence with the intention of working remotely from home. As
in McDowell, the court may focus on objective support for the
classiﬁcation contained in the debtor's tax returns. Thus,
debtors may need to consider the manner in which they classify assets outside of bankruptcy ﬁlings, such as in tax
returns. However, in many instances applicable rules will
limit the manner in which a deduction can be claimed for
home ofﬁce use; indeed, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017
suspended the business use of the home deduction for tax
years 2018–2025.80 The impact of this provision on the Means
Test is unclear, and tax treatment of a home may not be
76

See Pandemic Caused Buyers to Seek Multi-Generational Homes,
Sellers to Sell Faster, supra note 63. (“Buyers sought housing with more
rooms, more square footage and more yard space, as they may have desired
a home ofﬁce.”).
77

Supra Part II.

78

It is important to note that counseling a client in incurring more
business debt so as to favorably sway the Means Test is improper and will
likely lead to sanctions. 11 U.S.C. § 526(a)(4).
79

Some Chapter 7 debtors, in addition, already face difﬁculty in retaining their homes. In instances where the value of the debtor's primary residence exceeds the homestead exemption, for example, a Chapter 7 trustee
is likely to sell the home to pay creditors. Or, a secured creditor could seek
relief from the automatic stay to foreclose on a debtor's home where he or
she is behind on mortgage payments. The opportunity presented by
COVID-19 adds to the complications.
80

IRS Reminds Taxpayers of the Home Ofﬁce Deduction Rules During
Small Business Week, Internal Revenue Serv. (Sept. 23, 2020), https://www.
irs.gov/newsroom/irs-reminds-taxpayers-of-the-home-ofﬁce-deduction-rule
s-during-small-business-week. For example, a taxpayer may claim a home
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determinative. Nonetheless, without a bright-line rule, arguments can be made to sway a court one way or the other.
Debtors will also be faced with the UST's enforcement.
Based on historical responses,81 the UST would likely push
back on classifying traditionally consumer debt like home
mortgages as business debt. Amid a ﬁnancial crisis, the UST
will strive to ensure creditors are repaid as much as possible,
and will certainly be attentive to the possibility of improper
debt classiﬁcations. Regardless of the UST's response, this
opportunity for debtors could result in a signiﬁcant surge in
Chapter 7 consumer ﬁlings.
V.

Conclusion.
The year 2020 changed our sense of normalcy. The lull in
consumer bankruptcy ﬁlings will likely lead to an inﬂux in
the near future, especially as mortgages come out of forbearance and protective regulations are relaxed. Moreover,
measures taken by consumers to ensure stability during the
pandemic may have a destabilizing impact in the longer term.
Higher mortgages incurred to accommodate working from
home will likely catch up with borrowers as additional obligations become due. How these types of debts will be categorized
in a debtor's schedules remains to be seen; but the opportunity to expand the categorization of “business debt” for
debtors who work from home could develop into one more
unanticipated result of the pandemic.

ofﬁce deduction if the space in question is used “[e]xclusively and regularly
as a principal place of business for a trade or business.” IRS, supra.
81

See supra Part I.
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